5 ! This! proliferation! in! global! outreach! efforts!by!law!schools!around!the!world!reflects!developments!in!the!profession!and!in!the! legal! academy! generally, 6 ! and,! to! some! extent,! the! opportunities! for! collaboration! that! presented!themselves!at!an!increasing!number!of!conferences!that!have!been!held!in!the! past!ten!or!more!years!concerning!global!law,!law!practice,!and!legal!education.
7 !Among! other! things,! these! resulted! in! the! foundation! of! the! International! Association! of! Law! Schools.
8 !Though!unique!in!its!focus!on!doctoral!legal!students,!ATLAS!is!undoubtedly!part! of!this!wider!shift!toward!the!globalized!study!of!law. School!in!Australia.!Scott!and!Parker!explored!a!vision!of!collaborative!legal!education!at! the!graduate!level!that!would!focus!on!transnational!law!and!governance. 10 !!As!part!of!this! initiative,! Scott! and! Parker! sought! to! involve! further! partners-first! the! Universidad! de! Deusto! in! Bilbao,! Spain! and! the! Université! de! Montréal! in! Canada,! later! bringing! in! New! York! University! in! the! United! States! and! the! London! School! of! Economics.
11 ! ! Monash! dropped! out! of! the! consortium! in! 2007,! when! Parker! left! to! become! Chancellor! and! President! of! Canberra! University,! after! which! Melbourne! joined! in! its! stead.
12 ! Later,! the! University!of!Cape!Town!in!South!Africa!joined!the!group.!The!consortium!is!growing!with! two! new! members! this! year! -! Bar"Ilan! University,! Tel! Aviv! and! Bucerius! Law! School,! Hamburg,!Germany.!The!National!University!of!Singapore!will!be!joining!ATLAS!next!year.! ! The! organizers! initially! contemplated! that! ATLAS! would! run! courses! which! would! count! toward! fulfillment! of! members'! master's"level! programs.! A! model! was! floated! in! which! between!fifty!and!sixty!percent!of!the!requirements!for!a!one"year!master's!degree!would! be! satisfied! by! credits! from! a! student's! home! institution,! with! the! balance! coming! from! ATLAS.!ATLAS!courses!would!have!been!delivered!over!a!concentrated!period!during!which! students! from! all! consortium! schools! attended! one! location! for! intensive! coursework! and/or!research!and!writing.
13 !! ! Thus,! the! Agora! was! originally! contemplated! as! a! for"credit! program! involving! the! preparation! of! a! substantial! paper,! followed! by! an! active! on"site! program! encompassing! five!weeks!intensive!work,!preceded!by!a!week!of!reading!and!orientation!and!succeeded! by!a!week!of!evaluation!and!wind"down.!The!format!would!have!incorporated!full!seminars! and! courses,! research! seminars,! mini"! and! micro"courses,! one"off! workshops! and! panel! discussions,! negotiation! simulations,! film/video! sessions,! student"organized! discussions,! student! working! paper! presentations,! informal! discussion! evenings,! as! well! as! a! culminating!plenary!session.
14 !Presentation!of!working!papers!by!the!students!would!have! been! a! key! component! of! the! program,! in! order! to! introduce! students! to! the! process! of! work"shopping!their!scholarship!at!a!sufficiently!early!stage!to!obtain!useful!feedback.! 
It!became!apparent!as!discussions!progressed,!however,!that!some!participating!schools'! master's! programs! did! not! have! enough! of! a! research! component! for! their! students! to! benefit! from! such! an! experience.! Following! a! suggestion! by! Professor! Joseph! Weiler! of! NYU! at! a! meeting! in! 2004,! the! program's! focus! shifted! to! the! doctoral! level. 15 ! This! shift! eased! some! of! the! administrative! complications! that! would! have! beset! an! integrated! master's! program.! For! instance,! as! some! of! the! partner! schools! did! not! require! doctoral! students! to! take! many! courses! (or! any! at! all),! it! was! no! longer! necessary! for! student! participation! in! the! Agora! to! be! undertaken! for! degree! credit! purposes,! alleviating! scheduling!difficulties.!Among!other!things,!it!was!less!important!that!the!courses!offered! attain!uniform!content!and!faculty!complement!that!would!satisfy!the!graduate!faculties!of! each!of!the!participating!law!schools.!This!made!it!possible!to!shorten!the!Agora!to!three! weeks.!Also,!because!the!course!content!and!faculty!involved!could!change!from!year!to! year,!it!became!unnecessary!to!hold!the!Agora!each!year!at!the!same!(somewhat)!centrally! located!site!and!involving!the!same!faculty,!making!it!possible!to!alternate!the!site!among! the! various! law! school! partners! in! rotation.!In!turn,!this!meant!that!each!year!the!Agora! faculty!could!be!primarily!sourced!from!the!partner!at!whose!facility!the!event!was!taking! place,! considerably! reducing! travel! and! other! commitment! costs,! and! encouraging! the! participation!of!partner!schools!whose!resources!were!more!modest.! ! However,! the! organizers! hoped! that! each! Agora! would! include! significant! faculty! participation! from! non"host! schools.! This! was! in! line! with! an! original! ambition! of! the! program! to! bring! faculty! together! for! various! forms! of! collaboration! including! evening! symposia,! formal! or! informal! discussions! of! works"in"progress,! sitting! in! on! colleagues'! seminars!and!presentations,!and!possibly!for!participation!in!an!annual!publication!on!the! particular!themes!of!that!year's!conference!principally!written!by!the!professorial!faculty! for! that! purpose.! It! was! also! anticipated! that! participation! in! ATLAS! and! in! the! annual! Agora!would!provide!an!easier!path!to!unexpected!interaction!among!faculty,!both!at!the! management! and! at! the! professorial! levels,! as! has! apparently! already! transpired.
16 ! For! example,!in!at!least!one!case,!when!a!participating!school!required!temporary!faculty!for!a! particular! summer! program! by! reason! of! a! change! in! plans! of! one! committed! faculty! member,! that! school! was! able! to! source! a! replacement! at! a! late! date! from! among! the! faculty!of!another!member!school.! ! The! rotation! of! the! Agora's! location! among! partner! schools! was! expected! to! prevent! ossification!of!the!curriculum,!outlook,!and!faculty!of!the!annual!Agora.!!It!was!anticipated! that! the! particular! orientation! and! strengths! of! each! partner! would! be! reflected! in! the! content!and!methodology!of!the!Agora!in!the!year!in!which!such!partner!was!the!host.
17 !At! 
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!The!General!Courses!divided!the!cohort!of!Agora!students!into!two!(unevenly!sized)!groups!(with!more!students! in!GC1).!Students!signed!up!to!one!or!the!other!course!but!were!free!to!attend!as!many!sessions!of!the!alternative! general! course! as! they! desired.! (Apart! from! the! Dissertation! Research! Seminars,! which! divided! the! cohort! into! eight! small! groups,! all! other! elements! of! the! program! were! common! to! all! students.)! The! MOU! states! that! normally!one!general!course!will!cater!to!"doctoral!students!most!interested!in!international!law,!transnational! law! and! governance,! and! globalization"! while! the! other! will! cater! to! those! "most! interested! in! general! jurisprudence!or!common!challenges!issues!faced!by!domestic!legal!systems!and!comparative!judicial,!legislative! and! regulatory! responses! to! such! issues."! ATLAS! organizers! have! described! the! general! intention! for! this! and! future!Agoras!in!slightly!different!terms.!In!our!interview!with!Craig!Scott!he!suggested!the!intention!was!to!have! one!general!course!deal!with!issues!of!a!more!theoretical!nature,!and!the!other!of!a!more!practical!nature.!On!the! other! hand,! Professor! Damien! Chalmers,! in! our! interview! with! him,! suggested! the! intention! was! to! have! one! general! course! deal! with! transnational! issues! and! the! other! deal! with! non"transnational! issues.! (Interview! with! Damien!Chalmers!(LSE), 39 ! Both! lecturers! engaged! securities! law! at! the! domestic! (or! municipal)! and! practical! level,! while!also!discussing!collaborative!initiatives!among!provincial,!and!(although!the!focus!of! a!more!limited!discussion),!national!and!international!bodies,!both!governmental!and!non" governmental.!!Phillip!Jessup!describes!"transnational!law"!as!functioning!both!within!and! across! borders,! so! in! addressing! intra"statal! and! supra"statal! governance,! both! lecturers! were!discussing!emerging!issues!of!transnational!law!in!corporate!regulation. There!were!other!elements!of!interest,!some!only!briefly!alluded!to!in!the!description!of! the!Agora!so!far.!Among!the!most!dynamic!were!the!Informal!Discussion!Evenings!(IDE)!in! which! faculty! would! briefly! introduce! a! topic! and! readings,! after! which! a! free! form! discussion!would!ensue.!Indeed,!while!the!other!elements!all!involved!free!discussion!and! interaction,! it! was! in! this! forum! that! faculty! and! graduate! students! seemed! to! most! cut! loose! and! explore,! and! sometimes! "thrash! out"! and! even! argue! ideas! together.! One! IDE! session! was! on! the! topic! of! legal! transplantation. 60 ! As! noted! previously,! legal! transplantation!was!an!important!and!recurrent!topic!throughout!the!course!of!the!Agora.! Particularly!interesting!in!this!IDE!was!the!perspective!of!Professor!Neil!Brooks!(Osgoode)! who! shared! his! experiences! as! a! consultant! to! numerous! foreign! (i.e.,! non"Canadian)! governments!on!revising!their!tax!laws.!From!Brooks'!perspective!this!is!a!perfectly!natural! and!unproblematic!thing!to!do.!Tax!law,!he!suggested,!has!essentially!the!same!objectives! and! functions! in! essentially! the! same! way! everywhere.!!The! only! issues! are! about! which! elements!to!implement!in!order!to!achieve!any!given!set!of!policy!goals.!His!ideas!about! unproblematic! transferability,! which! were! likely! stated! so! as! to! be! controversial! and! provoke! debate,! raised! a! great! deal! of! concern! and! dissent! amongst! the! students! and! a! lively!discussion!ensued.! ! ! D.!Legal!Theory!and!Pedagogy:!The!Agora!and!the!Scope!of!Law! ! As! we! noted! in! the! introduction,! the! Agora! both! reflects! and! furthers! a! trend! in! legal! scholarship!and!pedagogy!related!to!the!scope!of!both!of!these.!In!this!last!section!we!will! expand! on! what! we! mean! by! this.! The! pedagogical! controversy! is! rooted! in! questions! about!the!purpose!of!legal!education,!namely,!whether!it!is!trade!training!and!should!focus! on! practical! legal! skills,! or! whether! it! should! be! conceived! of! as! broader! than! this.! This! pedagogical! controversy! is! intimately! connected! with! a! controversy! about! the! scope! of! against!him.!The!story!of!al"Ghizzawi!is!also!available!in!audio!format!in!a!radio!interview!Suskind!gives!on!the!CBC! program! "As! it! Happens,"! Dec 
